Compendium of fractionation choices for gynecologic HDR brachytherapy-An American Brachytherapy Society Task Group Report.
The purpose of this study was to report a list of accepted fractionation schemes for high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy for gynecological cancers in a definitive, neoadjuvant, or adjuvant setting. Members of the American Brachytherapy Society (ABS) Task Force with expertise in gynecological brachytherapy reviewed the literature and existing ABS guidelines regarding various dose-fractionation schedules for HDR brachytherapy to create this compendium. Other resources include current guidelines published by medical societies, clinical trials, the published medical literature, and the clinical experience of the ABS Task Force members. The ABS consensus statements for HDR brachytherapy practice were reviewed for these fractionation schemes and form the major source for this report. Specific recommendations for therapy and recommendations for further investigations were made when there was agreement. A variety of dose-fractionation schedules for HDR brachytherapy alone or integrating brachytherapy with external-beam radiation exist. The choice of a given fractionation schedule may be appropriate depending on the practice situation for the patient and the resources available. While there is no single optimal dose-fractionation scheme for any disease site or clinical situation, higher doses per fraction with fewer fractions per regimen have been known to increase toxicity. The corresponding 2-Gray (Gy) per fraction radiobiologic equivalent doses have been provided (normalized therapy dose) to compare the various regimens where indicated and can be used to estimate isoeffective schedules. This compendium of HDR brachytherapy fractionation schedules provides various options to the gynecologic brachytherapist and a ready reference for clinical use in the management of gynecological cancer treatments.